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Sand Volcanoes:

S1: I am going to
make a really big
volcano.

S2: We need to make
a fort around it so the
lava can spill into it.

T: What else can you
add to your volcano to
make it stronger?

S1: we can use mud
to make it stick with
the sand so it can
become more
waterproof.

N,H,&O also made
there Volcano Fort
working together.
Problem solving and
delegating tasks to
each other.

L also made her little
volcano and she was
very proud of
completing it.



In this learning experience the children made sand volcanoes outdoors in our sand pit. They
worked together and showed their problem solving skills allowing them to show a sense of
belonging as they connected with each other and each other's ideas. They also were engaged
active learners as they engaged in meaningful creative play. This activity was a child directed
activity they decided they wanted to make volcanoes and as teachers we helped facilitate that.

Craft stick puzzles

T: What did you make?
S1: I made myself
T: Did you test out your puzzle yet?
S1: Yes this is so fun I can put it
together
S1: I am going to make more
puzzles.

In this learning experience the children made craft stick puzzles
using popsicle sticks and art supplies. This was a STEM
activity that we chose because all of our kids love doing art and
because the age range of our children are varied this activity
allowed them to create at their own difficulty range. The
children really enjoyed this activity because they created
something they can play with afterwards as well. This activity
allowed the children to engage in creative thinking and problem
solving. They also displayed expression skills as they designed
and created their puzzles.

S2: I am making a dog puzzle because dogs are my favourite.



Structures:

S1: Let's see if we can
make a tower as tall as
we are.

S2: Okay! I bet i can
make it taller than yours.

S1: See mine is as tall as
yours if I put a few cups
on my head.

The children in our centre love building and creating with
different kinds of materials. Sometimes they use building
blocks and sometimes they improvise and use other
games to create different structures. The children used
the cups game to build towers as tall as they are. They
used expression and creativity to create. The children
were engaged in active play working together, asking
questions and having lots of fun.

S3: Let's make a house out of the tic stac toe.
S1: Okay but the O’s will be the roof of the house and we will use the X’s to make the house.




